The growth and shrinkage of interstitial clusters on {113} planes were investigated in electron irradiated Cz-Si, Fz-Si, and impurity-doped Fz-Si (HT-Fz-Si) using a high voltage electron microscope. In Fz-Si, {113} interstitial clusters were formed only near the beam incident surface after a long incubation period, and shrank on subsequent irradiation from the backside of the specimen. In Cz-Si and HT-Fz-Si, {113} interstitial clusters nucleated uniformly throughout the specimen without incubation, and began to shrink under prolonged irradiation at higher electron beam intensity. At lower beam intensity, however, the {113} interstitial cluster grew stably. These results demonstrate that the {113} interstitial cluster cannot grow without a continuous supply of impurities during electron irradiation. Detailed kinetics of {113} interstitial cluster growth and shrinkage in silicon, including the effects of impurities, are proposed. Then, experimental results are analyzed using rate equations based on these kinetics.
Introduction
The electronic properties of silicon are highly sensitive to point defects and impurities. Although many studies have been performed, several aspects of the behavior of point defects and impurities are not well understood [1] . High energy electron irradiation experiments using a high voltage electron microscope (HVEM) are one of the most powerful techniques for the investigation of point defect processes in silicon, since the point defect production rate is high and the direct observation of point defect clusters is possible.
Since the first observation of small defects clustered in silicon by Thomas [2] after electron irradiation using HVEM, many papers have been published. The 2 following important results were obtained. Many of the point defect clusters formed during electron irradiation between 35 K to 923 K are rod-like clusters on {113} planes elongated in the <110> direction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These clusters are interstitial-type [5, [7] [8] [9] . The atomic structure of the clusters were determined by high resolution electron microscopy [10] and energy calculations [11] [12] [13] . The effect of impurities is important for the cluster formation [14] . In Czochralski grown silicon (Cz-Si), {113} interstitial clusters are formed immediately after electron irradiation at high temperatures (573-673 K), and appear homogeneously throughout the matrix. In floating-zone silicon (Fz-Si), {113} interstitial clusters nucleate and grow only near the electron incident surface, after a long incubation period [9] . This difference is due to pre-existing oxygen impurities in Cz-Si. The incubation period for cluster nucleation in Fz-Si originates from the time required for the accumulation of implanted impurities under electron irradiation. The effect of other impurities, such as carbon, on the nucleation of clusters was also examined [8, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Impurities play an important role in both the growth and nucleation of defect clusters [8, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] . For example, Bean et al. [22] reported the removal of oxygen and carbon from unperturbed lattice sites with increasing electron irradiation dose. Aseev et al. [8] concluded that {113} clusters formed at 973 K were precipitates, which contained oxygen, carbon, and interstitial silicon.
Goss et al. presented the results of first-principals calculations of the structure and energetics of interstitial cluster candidate structures on the {111}, {113}, and {001} planes [13] . They concluded that the most stable plane was {111}, and not {113}. There is a strong possibility that impurities stabilize the {113} structure.
Shrinkage and annihilation of the {113} interstitial clusters and the formation of new {113} interstitial clusters during irradiation were observed in several cases. In metals under irradiation, during vacancy and vacancy cluster accumulation, however, interstitial clusters can grow larger [25] . Romano et al. [24] attempted to explain their results on the basis of point defect reactions. The disappearance of initially-formed {113} clusters and the formation of very small point defect clusters close to a surface of Fz-Si which was covered by an Si 3 N 4 film was also observed by Fedina et al. [26] . They concluded that accumulated free vacancies in Fz-Si dissolved the nuclei of interstitial clusters.
Previous studies, however, did not consider the effect of impurities on the shrinkage of interstitial clusters. As it is generally accepted that impurities play a role in the growth of defect clusters [8, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] , one could expect them to also have a role in the shrinkage of clusters. In this paper, we examine the behavior of irradiation-induced interstitial clusters on {113} planes under various irradiation conditions by HVEM. We then propose a model of the growth and shrinkage of clusters that includes the effects of impurities. A reaction kinetics analysis of point defects and impurities during irradiation is also performed to compare the model with experimental results.
Experimental
Fz non-doped (111) silicon wafers (< 10 15 oxygen atoms /cm 3 ) and Cz nondoped (100) silicon wafers (about 10 18 oxygen atoms /cm 3 ) were used in this experiment. A hollow was formed in the center of the disc, 3 mm in diameter, using a dimpler, and then the disc was chemically polished to create a small hole for electron microscopy. 
Results

Irradiation behavior of Fz-Si
An example of the irradiation behavior of Fz-Si is shown in Fig. 1 . An incubation period of about 480 s was required to form clusters. All clusters were interstitial on [113] planes. The relatively long incubation period [9] can be explained by the differences in electron beam intensity and accelerating voltage. The implantation of gaseous atoms should be accelerated by increased intensity and energy of the electrons, as will be discussed in section 4. Therefore, HT-Fz-Si was considered to contain sufficient impurities to form {113}
interstitial clusters. These results can be explained as follows. During the first step of irradiation, impurities were implanted by the electron irradiation, and accumulated near the electron incident surface, where clusters could nucleate and grow. With the start of backside irradiation, these clusters shrank because the impurities were no longer being supplied. After a long irradiation of 600 s, new clusters nucleated near the beam incident surface due to impurity implantation. Therefore, a continuous supply 7 of impurities is essential for the stable growth of clusters. A detailed discussion is presented in the following section.
The interstitial clusters observed in Fz-Si were on {113} planes, and were more elongated in the <110> direction than in the <332> direction, as shown in Fig. 7(a) .
The growth and shrinkage of clusters in these directions was compared between two typical clusters which were different orientation to the beam incident surface. (Fig. 4) .
3.4 Effect of electron irradiation intensity on cluster growth This explicitly demonstrates that cluster growth has a peculiar irradiation intensity dependence: the Frenkel pairs produced at an excessive rate do not contribute to the stable growth of {113} interstitial clusters in HT-Fz-Si or Cz-Si.
Discussion
Effect of impurities on cluster growth
The observed nucleation and growth of clusters cannot be explained solely in terms of the reaction between vacancies and interstitials. The effect of impurities is illustrated in Fig. 10 . In Fz-Si, clusters cannot nucleate immediately after irradiation, because of a low concentration of impurities. During incubation, impurities are implanted from the surface by electron irradiation and accumulate near the electron incident surface regions. Then, the {113} interstitial clusters nucleate there.
In Cz-Si and HT-Fz-Si, there are pre-existing impurities in the bulk, and clusters can nucleate immediately upon irradiation. Under continuous irradiation, however, clusters begin to shrink. This is due to purification of the irradiated area by the absorption of impurities into clusters [22] , and also by their escape to the surfaces [27] . In this condition, the concentration of impurities decreases to the level in Fz-Si, and clusters cannot grow larger, nor can they nucleate. If the irradiation continues, the implantation of impurities induces the nucleation of new clusters near the electron incident surface after a period of incubation. An incubation period of 225 s for the second nucleation of clusters in HT-Fz-Si (Fig. 2) , shorter than the 480 s for Fz-Si (Fig. 1) , was due to the existence of residual impurities after the annihilation of clusters.
In the backside irradiation of Fz-Si (middle of Fig. 10 ), impurities are not supplied to clusters near the electron exit surface, which was the electron incident surface during the first irradiation. Without further supply of impurities by implantation, defects begin to shrink. New clusters then nucleate near the electron incident surface after the incubation period. The relationship between cluster growth and the concentration of impurities is discussed in the next section.
Mechanism of cluster growth
In this section, a simple model of the growth of {113} interstitial clusters in the presence of impurities is proposed. The irradiation conditions required for the continuous growth of clusters is then considered. Normally, the growth of irradiation-induced interstitial clusters is caused by absorption of interstitials and vacancies. The kinetics of defect growth can be discussed in terms of the concentrations of interstitials C I and vacancies C V . The change of cluster radius R can thus be described as [28] 
where a is the change of the cluster radius on absorption of a single point defect, Z is the number of sites for the absorption of point defects to clusters, and M is the number of jumps per unit time. The subscripts I, V, and C denote interstitials, vacancies, and clusters, respectively. The first term and second term of the right side are the changes in cluster radius by the absorption of interstitials and vacancies, respectively. Immediately after electron irradiation, the point defect concentrations attain their quasi-equilibrium states, and
is established [25] , where P is the production rate of point defects. Then, Eq. (1) can re-written as
Under normal irradiation conditions, interstitial clusters can grow larger due to the bias effect of clusters, i.e., Z IC is slightly larger than Z VC . [29] . For cluster growth in silicon, this condition is adopted. The existence of impurities is essential to the absorption of interstitial silicon. We assume that impurities play a role in binding interstitials into clusters. Clusters are thus composed of interstitial silicon and impurities, as pointed out by Aseev et al. [8] . When an interstitial silicon is absorbed at a site that is not near an impurity, the silicon is assumed to evaporate easily, and to not contribute to cluster growth. In other words, only interstitial silicon located near impurities in clusters is stable. On the other hand, the absorption of vacancies will shrink the clusters. In this model, cluster growth depends on the absorption rate of both interstitial silicon (
The ratio of
is an important parameter, and we assume a critical ratio  for the stable growth of clusters. When the ratio is larger than the ratio  (namely, sufficient impurities are absorbed into clusters), the interstitial silicon is also absorbed stably into clusters. Inversely, when the ratio is smaller than , the lack of impurities prevents cluster growth, and the absorption of impurities becomes the rate controlling process. In this case, the growth rate of the cluster does not depend on
. Introducing into the cluster growth, Eq.
(1) can be re-written as
As the clusters consist of a large amount of interstitial silicon and few impurities, the change in the cluster radius due to the absorption of impurities can be ignored. Then, by using Eq. (2), the above equations become
Variation in the growth rate of clusters is shown schematically in Fig. 11 (7)). Even if impurities are released from the shrinking clusters, their concentration in the matrix will not increase, due to their escape to sinks such as the specimen surfaces. When the irradiation intensity is as low as 2.6  10 22 e/m 2 . s, the lower production rate of point defects P, i.e., ) 1 (
, and the clusters can grow larger (the case of Eq. (6)).
If the impurity concentration is high, ). However, as clusters formed only at the electron incident surface [9] , as illustrated in Fig. 10 , this assumption cannot be accepted.
Amount of impurities in clusters
The effect of impurities on cluster growth is very important. The Cz-Si used in these experiments contained about 10 18 oxygen atoms/cm 3 A cluster of four interstitials has been proposed as a possible structure of selfinterstitial clusters in silicon by Takeda et al. [30] . They showed that a cluster of five interstitials was unstable, and suggested that impurities play an important role in extending the cluster by breaking bonds and rebonding involving silicon interstitials.
Aseev et al. estimated the ratio of silicon interstitials to impurities in the cluster to be 1:1 in 973 K irradiation [8] . Our value of α=0.05, seems small, even though our irradiation temperature was 573 K. If interstitial clusters absorb impurities preferentially by an interaction between clusters and impurities, a small value of α can be explained. Further study of this concept is required.
Conclusion
The 
